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Character Sketches of Romance, Fiction and the Drama
Ebenezer Cobham Brewer 1896
The Beloved Land (Song of Acadia Book #5) Janette Oke
2002-10-01 She Yearned to Find a Home for Her Heart The tragic
Acadian saga recounted in The Meeting Place, when the British
drove the French from Nova Scotia, has followed two families
over a score of years to the birth pangs of a new nation. The Song
of Acadia has been one full of pathos but also of hope. Faith in
God and family eventually have brought the Henri Robichauds to
Louisiana, and finally, to a life of tranquility among the bayous.
Back in Nova Scotia, the Andrew Harrows have been beacons of
light among the British and the French communities. But the
American Revolution has created turmoil on two continents,
dividing nations, people, and, sometimes, even families. Anne in
England and Nicole in the New World have little hope of seeing
one another again in the foreseeable future. Then a letter finds its
way to both sisters with news that send them on a frantic and
harrowing journey to...The Beloved Land.
The Heavenly Fugitive Gilbert Morris 2006-10-01 While studying
for his law degree, Phillip Winslow has found his niche working at
Thornton Stables. His sister, Amelia, is still searching for
something that will bring her happiness. Her rebellious nature,
once kept in check by a desire to please her mis
The Phantom of the Circus Gilbert Morris 1994 Fourteen-yearold Barney and his brothers try to find the person responsible for
sabotaging the circus where the boys are working for the
summer.
The Union Belle (House of Winslow Book #11) Gilbert
Morris 2005-05-01 As the nation recovers from the Civil War, Sky
and Rebekah Winslow's wayward son Mark is slowly making his
way north through Texas after his release from a Mexican prison.
Headed for Omaha to work for the Union Pacific Railroad, he is
forced to shoot a man, then thrown into jail to await his prison
sentence. In a small Texas town where justice will not be served,
Mark's only hope is the young woman whom he defended. Lola
Montez had attempted to escape the horrible saloon life she
inherited from her mother, but she was held there by
circumstances beyond her control. When Mark Winslow stopped
her attacker, he also became her ticket out of town. If Lola can
break him out of jail, surely he will take her with him to look for
her father in Omaha. But a jailbreak is a small matter compared
to what they will face. Mark becomes a trouble-shooter for the
Union Pacific, responsible for law and order in the towns that
spring up as the transcontinental railroad heads west, and he
must live by his gun. Lola must live by her iron heart and find her
way in a West where only the strong survive. While treachery,
betrayal, and sabotage lie before them, so does an unexpected
confrontation with a kingdom not of this world. House of Winslow
Book 11.
The Fiery Ring Gilbert Morris 2002 Family tragedy separates
Joy Winslow from her brother Travis, and her resultant desire for
revenge may destroy the happiness she feels in working with big
cats in a traveling circus and her growing relationship with
Chase.
The Widow's Choice (House of Winslow Book #39) Gilbert Morris
2006-09-01 Life during the Great Depression has been hard for
Alona Winslow Jennings, but it is turned upside down when she
loses her husband in a terrible accident. When she marries Oscar
Moran, a wealthy older man, her motivation is far more about
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Oscar providing for her three young sons than any romantic
inclinations. Oscar is indeed a good provider, but there is no
spark of love between them. She realizes the error of her decision
when she begins to feel drawn to Jason, a fighter pilot in the
raging second world war. Alona and Jason's friendship grows
amid the tumult Amerida's increasing involvement in the global
crises. Will Alona remain true to her marriage vows--and her faith
in God--in spite of her turbulent circumstances?
The Captive Bride (House of Winslow Book #2) Gilbert
Morris 2004-06-01 The Captive Bride follows the Winslow family
as they assist in the building of a great nation. With courage and
spirit, Rachel Winslow stands up to the enemies of freedom. Can
she face unjust imprisonment--even death--without retreat? Book
2 from the bestselling House of Winslow series.
In the Shadow of Jezebel (Treasures of His Love Book #4)
Mesu Andrews 2014-03-04 Princess Jehosheba wants nothing
more than to please the harsh and demanding Queen Athaliah,
daughter of the notorious Queen Jezebel. Her work as a priestess
in the temple of Baal seems to do the trick. But when a
mysterious letter from the dead prophet Elijah predicts doom for
the royal household, Jehosheba realizes that the dark arts she
practices reach beyond the realm of earthly governments. To
further Athaliah and Jezebel's strategies, she is forced to marry
Yahweh's high priest and enters the unfamiliar world of Yahweh's
temple. Can her new husband show her the truth and love she
craves? And can Jehosheba overcome her fear and save the
family--and the nation--she loves? With deft skill, Mesu Andrews
brings Old Testament passages to life, revealing a fascinating
story of the power of unconditional love.
Winthrop's Journal, "History of New England, " 1630-1649 John
Winthrop 1966
The Flying Cavalier (House of Winslow Book #23) Gilbert
Morris 2006-06-01 When Lieutenant Lance Winslow goes to
France to train with the best fliers in the world, he meets Noelle
Laurent on the snowy streets of Paris and falls in love. Their
marriage brings him great joy, but love cannot stop the Great
War's approach...nor can his plane stop every German bomber.
Josephine Hellinger quits her job with the New York Times to
become a free-lance war correspondent. Knowing that no
newspaper wants a female journalist on such a dangerous
assignment, she strikes out on her own. When Josephine meets
Lance Winslow, he is an embittered warrior. Personal tragedy
fuels his single-minded obsession--to kill as many Germans as he
can. Josephine must try to make a difference before it is too late.
(House of Winslow Book 23)
The Last Confederate (House of Winslow Book #8) Gilbert
Morris 2005-03-01 At the conclusion of The Reluctant
Bridegroom, the marriage of Sky and Rebekah Winslow prefaces
a new chapter for another generation. What had seemed an
impossibility is now coming to pass: God's transformation of the
Winslows into a warm and loving family. Making their way back
from Oregon City, they now settle and prosper on a plantation in
Virginia. Several years after their return from the West, a young
Northerner named Thad Novak makes his way to the Winslow
plantation and is taken on as a hired hand. What caused him to
specifically seek out the Winslows? Should this Northerner be
trusted? And with young ladies in the home, what are his
motives? While the nation totters on the brink of war, both Thad
Novak and the Winslows face conscription into fighting for a
cause they do not support, and directly against Winslow relatives
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from the North! Book 8 in the House of Winslow.
The Diary of Abraham De la Pryme, the Yorkshire Antiquary
Abraham DE LA PRYME 1870
The Valiant Gunman (House of Winslow Book #14) Gilbert
Morris 2005-07-01 Dan Winslow survived the Civil War with the
dream of one day going West and becoming a cowboy with a
ranch of his own. But it would be several disappointing years
before this son of Sky and Rebekah Winslow found himself on the
dusty cattle trail from Texas to Wyoming. For young widow Hope
Rogers, the promise of a cattle ranch in Wyoming seemed like the
only possible way to hold her impoverished family together. But
the sacrifice she had to make to get there was a dreadful price for
a woman to pay. When Dan Winslow arrives in Wyoming, he
discovers that the powerful cattle baron of the Arrow Ranch is
forcing the local small ranchers and homesteaders out of
business, including Hope Rogers. Winslow had not come looking
for another war, but his only choice is to fight. The desperate
ranchers need Dan's gun, and Dan needs their support. House of
Winslow Book 14.
The Heavenly Fugitive (House of Winslow Book #27) Gilbert
Morris 2006-10-01 While studying for his law degree, Phillip
Winslow has found his niche working at Thornton Stables. His
sister, Amelia, is still searching for something that will bring her
happiness. Her rebellious nature, once kept in check by a desire
to please her missionary parents, finally breaks free from those
restraints. Against her family's wishes, she becomes a nightclub
singer and dreams of making it on Broadway. While Amelia has
gangster Tony Morino's bodyguard to thank for jumpstarting her
career, Phillip finds himself drawn to Tony's daughter. As both
Winslows are pulled further and further into a dangerous
underworld, everything they hold dear is threatened.
The Wounded Yankee (House of Winslow Book #10) Gilbert
Morris 2005-04-01 Zack Winslow, The Wounded Yankee, had
served the Union Army for exactly one year and been wounded
twice, surviving the battles of Bull Run and Shiloh. But when he is
sent home, Zack discovers some devastating news about his
fiancée and his livelihood. Having seen the worst of war and
tasted the disappointments of love and friendship gone sour, Zack
decides he must get away from it all. Striking out for the wilds of
Montana, Zack resolves to live as a hermit in Alder Gulch. On one
hundred acres in the shadows of the Rockies, he can build a cabin
and raise sheep the promise of a better life, free from the
entanglements of other people. But Zack can't seem to keep them
away from his door. Yet how can he take on these unwelcome
people? But if he doesn't provide for them, who will? Book 10 in
The House of Winslow.
History of the Trans-Mississippi and International Exposition of
1898 James B. Haynes 1910
Landmarks of Orleans County, New York Isaac S Signor
2019-09-28 This book has been considered by academicians and
scholars of great significance and value to literature. This forms a
part of the knowledge base for future generations. So that the
book is never forgotten we have represented this book in a print
format as the same form as it was originally first published.
Hence any marks or annotations seen are left intentionally to
preserve its true nature.
The Golden Angel (House of Winslow Book #26) Gilbert Morris
2006-08-01 Living in Africa is an adventure for Erin Winslow, yet
she longs for even more excitement. She meets a pilot and
persuades him to teach her to fly. Before she realizes it, she has
fallen in love with him. But a devastating discovery leaves Erin
deeply hurt, and she flees home to America. Erin hopes to find a
job as a pilot and nurse her wounded heart. When no one will hire
a woman, she finds work in a café. That's where Quaid Merritt,
stunt flyer, steals into her life, reigniting her dreams about flying.
She and Quaid travel across America, thrilling crowds with daring
aerial acrobatics. When Hollywood producers come calling, Erin
has some important decisions to make--about Quaid, and about
her future. (House of Winslow Book 26)
The Gentle Rebel Gilbert Morris 1988 Freedom was the cry of a
nation, but at what per-sonal cost to her people?
The Sacred Shore Janette Oke 2000-02-01 The shoreline of
America means hope for some and tragedy for others. Song of
Acadia book 2.
A History of the Parishes of St. Ives, Lelant, Towednack and
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Zennor John Hobson Matthews 1892
Riches Untold Gilbert Morris 1998 In this title in The Chronicles
of the Golden Frontier, young Jennifer DeSpain dreams of a
better life in Nevada. Running a newspaper, she uncovers the
dark side of the mining business and sets out on the dangerous
road of making a difference.
Streets with a Story Eric A. Willats 1987
Cultivating a Landscape of Peace Matthew Dennis 2018-10-18
This book examines the peculiar new worlds of the Five Nations
of the Iroquois, the Dutch, and the French, who shared cultural
frontiers in seventeenth-century America. Viewing early America
from the different perspectives of the diverse peoples who
coexisted uneasily during the colonial encounter between
Europeans and Indians, he explains a long-standing paradox: the
apparent belligerence of the Five Nations, a people who saw
themselves as promoters of universal peace. In a radically new
interpretation of the Iroquois, Dennis argues that the Five
Nations sought to incorporate their new European neighbors as
kinspeople into their Longhouse, the physical symbolic
embodiment of Iroquois domesticity and peace. He offers a close,
original reading of the fundamental political myth of the Five
Nations, the Deganawidah Epic, and situates it historically and
ideologically in Iroquois life. Detailing the particular nature of
Iroquois peace, he describes the Five Nations' diligent efforts to
establish peace on their own terms and the frustrations and
hostilities that stemmed from the fundamental contrast between
Iroquois and European goals, expectations, and perceptions of
human relationships.
The Dixie Widow (House of Winslow Book #9) Gilbert Morris
2005-04-01 At the conclusion of The Last Confederate, almost
twenty-four thousand Union and Confederate soldiers had fallen
on the field of battle at Sharpsburg, making it the bloodiest day of
American history. Among the casualties for the South was
Captain Vance Wickham, husband of Belle Wickham. She was a
daughter of Sky and Rebekah Winslow, and now the tragedy of
war makes its dreaded call upon the Winslow family. In The Dixie
Widow, Belle Wickham's sorrow turns to anger and bitterness,
then finally to blind hatred for the North. She declares in steely
voice, "I live for only one purpose: to see the Union destroyed,"
and vows to remain a widow until the Yankees are whipped. Belle
is persuaded to travel to her Winslow relatives in the Washington,
D.C. area and spy for the Confederacy--at the risk of her own life.
Taken into the home of her grandfather, Captain Whitfield
Winslow, she is in a strategic position to secure secret
information to pass to the South. But an even greater tragedy
awaits the Winslow family. Book 9 in The House of Winslow.
History of the Town of Bernardston, Franklin County,
Massachusetts, 1736-1900 Lucy Cutler Kellogg 2017-11-25
Excerpt from History of the Town of Bernardston, Franklin
County, Massachusetts, 1736-1900: With Genealogies Under the
stimulus of an ever-growing desire to learn of the days of old, to
prove or disprove the many traditions, and having these desires
fostered by the willing relation of many facts and incidents drawn
from the retentive memories of family friends, the wish grew that
others, too, might be better informed. Such was the inception of
this volume. As the work progressed, the fact of how much was
irrevocably gone by the passing of the for mer generation, was
borne home with overwhelming force and augmented the resolve
already made, that all which was at pres ent garnered in
Memory's storehouse should be culled, that the harvest might be
golden. During the winter of these same papers of Lieut. Gov.
Cushman were procured from the late Mr. P. L. Cushman, who
had accidently found, and, recognizing the hand-writing of his
cousin, Lieut. Gov. Cushman, taken them to his own home for
safety. A discriminating research was made, and all in any way
relative to the work proposed, laid one side the rest were
returned to the Society in Boston. About the Publisher Forgotten
Books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books.
Find more at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a
reproduction of an important historical work. Forgotten Books
uses state-of-the-art technology to digitally reconstruct the work,
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections
present in the aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the
original, such as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in
our edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of
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imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.
The House of Winslow Collection 1 Gilbert Morris 2015-08-04
This series trails the Winslow family through generations of
American history, depicting key moments from the eyes of
characters experiencing them firsthand. Collection I includes
books 1 - 10. 1 The Honorable Imposter 2 The Captive Bride 3
The Indentured Heart 4 The Gentle Rebel 5 The Saintly
Buccaneer 6 The Holy Warrior 7 The Reluctant Bridegroom 8 The
Last Confederate 9 The Dixie Widow 10 The Wounded Yankee
The Indentured Heart (House of Winslow Book #3) Gilbert Morris
2004-09-01 The Indentured Heart opens another chapter in the
compelling House of Winslow. While in England, Adam Winslow
rescues Molly Burns from her abusive father and brings her to
America, where Molly becomes his indentured servant. A young
girl, a family, and a new nation are bound together in their search
for freedom.
The Silver Star (House of Winslow Book #20) Gilbert Morris
2006-02-01 An offer to make movies in California opens a new
door for Priscilla Winslow. But surprises await her in The Silver
Star.
The Gallant Outlaw (House of Winslow Book #15) Gilbert
Morris 2005-09-01 House of Winslow Book 15- Betsy Winslow had
always thought that she never measured up to her beautiful older
sister, Lanie. So Betsy was deeply flattered when a handsome
stranger began showering her with attention-for once she felt
beautiful and desirable. Foolishly deciding to elope, Betsy and Vic
leave for Indian Territory. Envisioning a life of grandeur as a
rancher's wife, she is sorely disappointed when all her dreams
come crashing down. When Lanie hears the news about her
sister, she is certain that something is wrong and immediately
sets out to help. But Lanie discovers that the only hope of finding
Betsy is a shiftless outlaw named Lobo.
The Honorable Imposter (House of Winslow Book #1)
Gilbert Morris 2004-06-01 The volume that launched the
blockbuster House of Winslow series. Gilbert Winslow, forced by
his family into the pulpit of the Church of England, becomes a spy
among religious separatists. Who will he turn to when the forces
of good and evil threaten to pull him apart?
Religion and Governance in England’s Emerging Colonial Empire,
1601–1698 Haig Z. Smith 2022-01-07 This open access book
explores the role of religion in England's overseas companies and
the formation of English governmental identity abroad in the
seventeenth century. Drawing on research into the Virginia, East
India, Massachusetts Bay, Plymouth, New England and Levant
Companies, it offers a comparative global assessment of the
inextricable links between the formation of English overseas
government and various models of religious governance across
England's emerging colonial empire. While these approaches to
governance varied from company to company, each sought to
regulate the behaviour of their personnel, as well as the
numerous communities and faiths which fell within their
jurisdiction. This book provides a crucial reassessment of the
seventeenth-century foundations of British imperial governance.
An A to Z of Almost Everything Trevor Montague 2003 In this
new edition, the original topics have been brought up to date,
added to and elaborated upon: Abbreviations, for example, now
includes an essential array of chat room acronyms: Fashion
boasts a complete list of British Hairdressers of the Year; and
Music features a comprehensive listing of every top-ten single in
the last forty years. And there are a wealth of new subjects to be
discovered and enjoyed too, from the Top Tens of 2002 to world
coins and paper money, bingo calls to crime and punishment, the
Mr Men books to the works of Charles Dickens. What can be Big
Boy, Early Girl or Supersonic? Which British Prime Minister links
John Lennon and Gary Lineker? Which classic novel begins 'Now,
what I want is facts'? (See Reviews for Answers) This monumental
work of reference is a must-have title on your bookshelf - both an
enjoyable book to dip into and a cornucopia of sheer fact.
Islam Translated Ronit Ricci 2011-05-01 The spread of Islam
eastward into South and Southeast Asia was one of the most
significant cultural shifts in world history. As it expanded into
these regions, Islam was received by cultures vastly different
from those in the Middle East, incorporating them into a diverse
global community that stretched from India to the Philippines. In
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Islam Translated, Ronit Ricci uses the Book of One Thousand
Questions—from its Arabic original to its adaptations into the
Javanese, Malay, and Tamil languages between the sixteenth and
twentieth centuries—as a means to consider connections that
linked Muslims across divides of distance and culture. Examining
the circulation of this Islamic text and its varied literary forms,
Ricci explores how processes of literary translation and religious
conversion were historically interconnected forms of
globalization, mutually dependent, and creatively reformulated
within societies making the transition to Islam.
The Reluctant Bridegroom (House of Winslow Book #7) Gilbert
Morris 2005-03-01 The Reluctant Bridegroom begins with Sky
Winslow, the son of Chris and Dove Winslow, agreeing to return
East and bring a wagon train of brides to the men of Oregon City.
As experienced as he is on the trail, the past hurts of an unfaithful
wife and the care for a twelve-year-old son who truly needs a
mother's love make Sky an unlikely candidate for such an
assignment. On the long trip from New York to Oregon, two of the
women who join the wagon train will make their impact on Sky
Winslow. Rebekah Jackson, in hope of finding a new start, is
leaving a broken past. Rita Duvall is a dance hall girl who knows
the way to break down a man's defenses. Book 7 in the House of
Winslow.
Romance Fiction Kristin Ramsdell 2012 Presents a
comprehensive guide for librarians and readers' advisors,
provides a brief history of the romance novel, and offers reading
lists and subgenre definitions.
The Measure of a Heart (Women of the West Book #6)
Janette Oke 2007-11-01 Despite her feelings of inadequacy, Anna
Trent discovers she is truly "a woman of worth.'' A Woman of the
West book.
The Victoria History of Hampshire John Hare 2012
'Mapledurwell' is the first parish history to be published by the
New Victoria History of Hampshire group. Since publication of
the first VCH account of the parish in 1911, ideas about what
constitutes a good parish history have been transformed. Our new
history includes much more about the village itself and about its
economy and society, highlighting the lives of ordinary people as
well as tracing those who owned the parish's land and property. It
discusses Quakers and Congregationalists as well as the
congregation of the established church, and looks minutely at the
history of elementary education, revealing the appalling sanitary
conditions suffered by pupils at the local school. Despite its
proximity to the urban centre of Basingstoke, Mapledurwell is
typical of many Hampshire downland parishes in which the
present-day landscape reflects an earlier open-field system. Its
village, recorded in Domesday Book, is rural and picturesque with
many attractive timber-framed cottages, the oldest of which is
15th century. Much of it was owned for a long period by Corpus
Christi College, Oxford, and Winchester College also had
properties in the parish. This book explores, through a close
reading of the archival records, how Mapledurwell developed
from an agricultural community, which also produced textiles and
later malt, into a modern commuter village with only one working
farm, and establishes a model for the histories of other rural
parishes in Hampshire. The Victoria County History series of
paperback parish and urban histories aims to bring local research
to publication as swiftly as possible, and to inspire readers to get
involved with VCH ventures in their own localities. Each history
makes a new contribution to the Victoria County History, which
was founded in 1899 and is recognised as the greatest publishing
project in local history. www.victoriacountyhistory.ac.uk
Invisible Stars Donna Halper 2015-02-11 Invisible Stars was the
first book to recognize that women have always played an
important part in American electronic media. The emphasis is on
social history, as the author skillfully explains how the changing
role of women in different eras influenced their participation in
broadcasting. This is not just the story of radio stars or broadcast
journalists, but a social history of women both on and off the air.
Beginning in the early 1920s with the emergence of radio, the
book chronicles the ambivalence toward women in broadcasting
during the 1930s and 1940s, the gradual change in status of
women in the 1950s and 1960s, the increased presence of women
in broadcasting in the 1970s, and the successes of women in
broadcasting in the 1980s and 1990s. The second edition is
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expanded to include the social and political changes that
occurred in the 2000s, such as the growing number of women
talk show hosts; changing attitudes about women in leadership
roles in business; more about minority women in media; and
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women in sports and women sports announcers. The author
addresses the question of whether women are in fact no longer
invisible in electronic media. She provides an assessment of
where progress for women (in society as well as broadcasting)
can be seen, and where progress appears totally stalled.
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